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Discover the what’s hot this August, from Rockett St George’s
new metallic paints to beautiful bird life accessories

MINI TREND

Hot pink

With summer heating up, so
is our decorating mood board.
This month we can’t help but
be drawn to rich, saturated pink
tones to brighten up our homes.
Intense and vibrant, hot pink
hues work well with a clean fresh
white backdrop or pair with
emerald green for an opulent
look. As for the finer details, this
Curvarella chair in rich velvet from
Audenza adds a sense of luxury
while Lust Home’s wallpaper will
have you have you feeling like
you’ve been transported to a
Caribbean climate in an instant.

Under The Banana
Tree wallpaper
in Hot Pink,
£38 per roll,
Lust Home

Sass and Belle
Pink herringbone
blanket throw,
£23, The Joy Edit

Curvarella velvet armchair in
Cherry Pink, £699, Audenza

Birds
of a feather

ALL THAT GLIMMERS
Give your interior
scheme a dramatic
look with Craig
& Rose’s Artisan
Decorative Effect
paint in the latest
metallic finishes.
To get this dappled
brushstroke effect
on a feature wall,
drag a dry bristle
brush from side
to side while the
paint is still wet
on your second
coat. Available in
three tones, we’ve
got our eyes on
the Antique Gold
(pictured), from
£7.20 for 125ml,
Rockett St George.
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Artificial orchid
in ceramic pot,
£20, Next

Did you know the artwork in
the latest BirdLife collection
from Curated Pieces is for a
good cause? Each of artist
Sheryl Ellis’ designs represents
a protected bird species, and
proceeds go to supporting the
work that BirdLife International does to
protect birds from extinction globally.
Sarus Crane A3 print, £29.99;
Yellow-crested Cockatoo
plate, £24.99, both
Curated Pieces

TOP KNOT

These new pouffes from Homescapes
are made with an intricately
patterned handwoven crochet
cover and a flat base for
added support. Shown in
Mustard, Navy, Pastel
Pink and Natural.
Crochet knitted pouffe, £39.99, Homescapes
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